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The Ideology of Performance
Herbert Blau,
University of Wisconsin
-Milwaukee, USA
A brilliant, uncontainable
and chastening look at the
rhetoric of critical theory in
relation to performance and
ideological practice. This is
undoutedly a book for the

fCentury.
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ndamental questions about the social and
loses of performance, through a trenchant

iost-war alternative and community

War Theatre
Elsom, President, International
ition of Theatre Critics, London

takes the reader from Brezhnezv to Brecht and from

(let to Gorbachev, weaving together a fascinating story
theatrical and political drama. An illuminating overview

>f the last 40 years of Western theatre in its international
context.
September 1992: 208pp
Hardback: £30.00
Paperback: £8.99
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The Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism publishes a variety of
scholarly works and commentary in the following areas:

ynew theories and methodologies pertinent to
performance and performance texts

yperformance criticism which attempts to yield new
insights into theatrical works

yarticles which explore dramatic terms as they are
used in fields outside the theatre

./investigations into the history of the subjects
enumerated above

Individuals: $10 / Institutions: $18 / Students w/I.D.: $8
Orders (U.S. currency only) and inquiries to:
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